SMART WORKFLOW

Run Your Photography Studio Smarter
Streamline your workflow, win more deals, eliminate human error,
and retain happy customers with our all-in-one smart workflow plan.

Setup

Capture

Sell Photos… Anytime Anywhere
Meet the industry's first point of sale
system. Take full orders at the shoot, in
the studio, and everywhere in between.
All of the advanced features of your online
storefront are now available on the go.

THE PROOF IS IN THE DATA
Maximize your eCommerce potential by getting your photos online and ready to order, as fast as possible.
Comparing the data between a non-integrated workflow versus an automated Blueprint Smart Workflow,
we’ve seen Blueprint Smart workflow accelerate eCommerce growth by:
2x in Participation Rate
5x in Dollar Value per Subject
5% Higher Average Order Value

Launch

ONE SOURCE OF DATA…
ACCESSIBLE ANYWHERE

All of your data is stored safely in our cloud to ensure you'll always be
working on the most recent version. Say goodbye to data
fragmentation, master computers, and the old import.. export..
import.. export methods.

Since my photographers can access the jobs
anywhere, I save hours of paid time to my
staff for not having to travel to the studio
before the shoot.”
- Cherished Memories Photography

CAPTURE PHOTOS ANY WAY YOU'D LIKE WITH SMART TAG
WIRED

FREESTYLE

Tethered Tag
The most traditional capture
method using a data cable and
scanner (optional).

Studio Tag
Shoot station-to-station at the
studio or tackle any job using
our most versatile capture
method.

Plug n' Play
Boot up your camera, plug it
into Blueprint, and photograph!
Order Entry
Accept cash, envelopes, &
credit card orders on location
or at the studio.
Windows & Mac
Compatible with all modern
laptops, desktops, & Windows
tablets.

Sort n' Match
Post shoot is a breeze with
automatic sorting based on
facial recognition and image
coloring.

QR Vision
Automatically sort and assign
after the shoot using QR codes.
Camera Only
Grab your camera & GO!

ABOUT IMAGEQUIX

ImageQuix is an all in one software solution that helps photographers capture, sell, and deliver their
images with ease. Backed by over 20 years of industry research and expertise, we evaluate a company's
business to share strategies that have been proven to increase buy-rate and average order, leading to
dramatically increased revenue.
Learn more at imagequix.com or request a demo today at sales@imagequix.com

